
Name Date

Address Rechnung Nr. 

City Rep

Phone

Qty Unit Price

0 28.00 €        

0 23.00 €        

0 5.00 €          

Transfer

0 25.00 €        

0 15.00 €        

0 25.00 €        

0          15.00 € 

Snorkeling

0 25.00 €        

0 8.00 €          

0 10.00 €        

0 18.00 €        

0          20.00 € 

0          18.00 € 

0          18.00 € 

SubTotal

Description TOTAL

Dive In Divecenter
Hotel Lagona Village

Dahab, South Sinai, Egypt

0020 (69) 3640646, E-mail: contact@diveindahab.com

Customer

Ägypten

Dahab

Airport transfer: Sharm el Sheikh - Dahab - Sharm el Sheikh -  €                      

Dives around Dahab, incl. Guide, transfer, weights and tank. Per person 

and dive. Guides mandatory. Research dives.

-  €                      

Benchs fees per day 23 Euro 

All prices include: Accomodation (double standard room with fan) water, 

tea,coffee, WLAN, use of library and optics (upon availability) 

within working hours (8am-6pm), House Reef is all distances from 

Soleiman Reef to "The Islands". Transfer to/from dive site by trolley. 

All participants need to have an evaluation by the dive center. A 

MFA/Rescue chain introduction is mandatory.  All participants are obliged 

to follow the safety regulations of the Dive In Dive Center  and the 

instructions of their staff.

-  €                      

Single room supplement per day 

 Benchs fees per day 28 Euro 

All prices include: Accomodation (double standard room with fan) water, 

tea,coffee, WLAN, use of library and optics (upon availability) including 

Non Limit House reef diving, 

within working hours (8am-6pm), minimum certification level AOW 

(dive center is entitled to ask for extra , training after an 

evaluation/orientation dive), House Reef is all distances

from Soleiman Reef to "The Islands". Transfer to/from dive site by 

trolley. All participants need to have an evaluation dive by the dive center. 

Extra Charge is 10 Euro per Person, A MFA/Rescue chain introduction is 

mandatory.  All participants are obliged to follow the safety regulations of 

the Dive In Dive Center and the instructions of their staff.Computers are 

mandatory!

-  €                      

-  €                      

-  €                      

-  €                      Guide at the housereef, per dive/group. Can be mandatory depending on 

the expererience and level.

Diving

Evaluation dive, per Person -  €                      

Non Research Assistant, incl. Guide, transfer, weights and tank. 

Per person and dive

Dive Equipment per week, -  €                      

Car per day (8am-6pm), Up to 4 people. Transfer to Napoleon Reef, 

Lagoon, shopping and others

Fun Dive, incl. Guide, transfer, weights and tank. Per person and dive. 

Guides mandatory. 

-  €                      

-  €                      

all prices in EURO -  €             

Snorkel Equipment per week -  €                      

Snorkeling (outgoing to a dive spot around Dahab) incl. Transfer (per 

person)

-  €                      

Fun Dive, incl. Guide, transfer, weights and tank. Per person and dive. 

Guides mandatory. 

-  €                      



Hope to see you soon!


